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Reference: PDMCRRC01EKBIBIAN-L
EAN13: 8057730889353

            

Pendant lamp with textile cable, Vase ceramic lampshade and metal
details - Made in Italy - Bulb included
Light bulb: With bulb
Finish: Glossy white

Descrizione

Do you love classic suspension lamps and fine materials? Do you prefer natural tones and classic shapes when it comes
to home decor? Are you looking for a lamp that gives a unique touch to your country house? Would you like to give a
rustic and chic touch to your modern interior? This pendant lamp might be what you are looking for!

Handmade in Italy, the Vase lampshade is part of our Materia collection of ceramic lampshades: thanks to the
different finishes available, it will bring a Mediterranean touch to your rooms. Choose glossy white to give lightness or
rust corten effect for a rustic touch, or even natural colors such as Coral and Terracotta that will catapult you into
ethnic atmospheres. The interior of the lampshade is in white enamel, so as to amplify and diffuse the light of the bulb.
Thanks to the classic shape of the lampshade and the metal finishes,this chandelier is perfect for lighting the
counter of a kitchen or dining table.

This chandelier is ready to be installed by expert hands and you can buy it already complete with bulb: we have
chosen for you a Drop A60 Milky LED light bulb, but alternatively you can take a look at our assortment of LED design
bulbs to find the one that best suits your needs
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Each Creative-Cables lamp is designed, and assembled in Italy and is tested and CE certified by independent
laboratories according to the strictest regulations in force: one more reason for choosing Creative-Cables quality.

PLEASE NOTE: Some of the images shown are examples of multiple pendant configurations that can be created by
purchasing multiple suspensions. The item for sale is a lighting installation with only ONE pendant.

Scheda tecnica

Hanging lamp composed of:
120 cm of cable 3x0.75 of the selected color
1 metal ceiling rose of the selected finish
1 E27 double ferrule metal lamp holder
1 Ceramic Vase lampshade from Materia collection of the selected finish ø 130 mm H 150 mm

Made in Italy

Light bulb [CBL700169]: LED, A60, 7,5W, 806 Lm, 2700K, E27, E, width 60 mm, height 104 mm, dimmable
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